Wrapping up warm to visit the penguins in Antarctica, then take off your coat and put on your sunscreen to go see the giraffes play in the African wilderness. Abi Hall’s new collection ‘Hello World’ is an illustrated animal atlas that combines nature with fun and education. The map print is complemented by funky hand-lettering and a large cast of sweet animal characters. The collection is rounded out with bright geometric coordinates and rich solids.

Some of Abi’s favorite books when she was growing up were illustrated guides to birds and animals, and she used to copy the illustrations – some of her first real drawings. She’s always loved hand-drawn maps so an illustrated animal atlas was a good excuse to combine two interests into one collection.
Goes with EVERYTHING!
Hello, World

January 2017 Delivery

-100% Premium Cotton
-26 Prints

JR’s, LC’s, and PP’s include two each of 35303, 35304, 35305, and 35302 11. Bella Solids are not included in assortments or precuts.

Delivery: January, 2017

Bella Solids